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PULASKI MASTER GARDENERS – WILD SIDE FARM PLANT LIST
HERBS
Name
Description
Hyssop is a beautiful, well-behaved, easy-to-grow
Hyssop
member of the mint family that deserves a place in any
herb garden. Older plants form neat, rounded bushes
1 to 3 feet high; younger plants are looser in form. The
stiff, erect, typically square stems bear opposite,
linear, medium green leaves 1 to 1 1/2 inches long.
Tufts of smaller leaves are borne in the leaf axils.
Plants are evergreen where winters are mild. Clusters
of six to fifteen violet-blue, pink, or white flowers in the
upper leaf axils form dense spikes. The two-lipped,
tubular corolla is 1/2 inch long and has four protruding
stamens that match it in color. The calyx is tubular with
five teeth. Plants bloom from summer to fall.

Sage

Lemon
Grass

Lemon grass is widely used as a culinary herb in
Asian cuisine and also as medicinal herb in India. It
has a subtle citrus flavor and can be dried and
powdered, or used fresh. It is commonly used in teas,
soups, and curries. It is also suitable for use with
poultry, fish, beef, and seafood.

Basil –
Sweet

Sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum) is the most familiar
basil, and the most widely grown in the United States.
It is considered the basic basil. Medium-green,
smooth, shiny leaves have a soft appearance.
Characterized as Mediterranean or European-type
basil, the taste is sweet, floral and delicate, with
slightly minty notes, an anise-like aroma and clove-like
undertones. Use leaves fresh or dried.
"Genovese" basil (Ocimum basilicum "Genovese") is a
variety of sweet basil that originated in Italy. This
specialized European strain has less of a tendency to
become bitter after long, slow periods of cooking. The
plant is also less likely to bolt, meaning it is less likely
to flower quickly in hot weather. Flowering stops the
vegetative growth of the basil plant. "Genovese" has a
reputation for making the best pesto, as well as the
best "insalata caprese," which is dish consisting of
tomato slices topped with mozzarella cheese and
fresh basil leaves. Leaves are large, bright green and
crinkled.
Thai Basil (Bai Horapa) has small, long and narrow
green leaves and purple stem. The subtle clove or
licorice (anise) flavour adds an aromatic Thai flavour to
any Asian dish. It can be grown in a container or in
ground.
Sorrel is a very tangy, acidic herb. Its sour taste comes
from oxalic acid, which also gives rhubarb its tartness.

Basil –
Genovese

Basil - Thai

Sorrel

Aloe Vera

PEPPERS - SWEET
Bell – Asst.
Colors
Carmen
(hybrid)

Paprika

Banana –
(Heirloom Hungarian)

A distinctive horn-shaped Italian pepper, with a
delightful flavor that's noticeably sweeter than other
varieties, raw or cooked. Firm, tapered fruits grow to
about 5 oz., 6" long and 2-1/2" wide at the shoulders,
maturing green to red on upright, leafy plants.
Excellent yields, widely adaptable, reliable and easy to
grow.
Make paprika powder from mature peppers. Dry them
by hanging or in a dehydrator and then crush and
grind them with mortar and pestle or food processor.
They are also good eaten fresh, with a mildly pungent,
sweet flavor.
Produces abundant 6” long Hungarian-type peppers.
Attractive yellow color eventually turns crimson and
flavor is sweet and spicy.

Ajvarski
(Heirloom)

Roasting pepper from eastern Macedonia. Two-foot,
stocky plants are covered in 6- to 7-inch, broadly
wedge-shaped pods that ripen green to deep, rich red.

Peperone de
Cuneo
(Heirloom Italian)
Paradicsom
Alaku Sarga
Szentes
Pepper
(Heirloom –
Hungarian)
Odessa
Market
(Heirloom Ukrainian)
Oda
(Heirloom)

Tomato shaped sweet peppers in red and yellow. Very
productive, thick-walled and fine flavored

Yellow, flat, ribbed, pumpkin-shaped fruit have the
tremendous flavor that peppers from Hungary are
famous for. The flesh is very thick, crisp and juicy.

A great tasting, top-shaped pepper that starts out
bright green, turning orange and then red. Short plants
produce fruit all summer, and this variety is
dependable even in the north. A good variety for
growing in pots.
Very strong, compact plants cranks out tapered,
pointed bells from early summer on. The fruits are the
loveliest shade of plum purple, ripening to a lustrous
red-brown. Crisp, juicy, thick-walled fruits are very
sweet. The short stature make it a great choice for
cloche- or low-tunnel production.

PEPPERS - HOT
Ancho
(Heirloom)

Jalapeno –
Craig’s
Grande
(Heirloom)

This is the primary Poblano-type pepper. It is nearly
the size of a regular bell pepper but flattened and
pointed at the end. An attractive shiny green with a
thick flesh which makes it ideal for stuffing. Pungency
is generally quite mild and green although it will
eventually redden.
A big, fat jalapeno that is perfect for making lots of
salsa. Perfect for anyone who loves jalapenos. It has
thick, flavorful, hot flesh.

Cayenne
Long Thin
(Heirloom)

Slender, long peppers turn bright-red and are very hot.
The 2-feet tall plants are vigorous and productive. This
heirloom has been popular many years for drying,
using as a spice.

Serrano
Tampiqueno
(Heirloom)

Attractive fruits are club shaped smooth, about 1-1/2",
with medium thick flesh. Peppers change from green
to bright red and are very hot at both stages. Excellent
for drying, pickling, salsas, sauces, stews and much
more.

Hungarian
Hot Wax
(Heirloom)

A Hungarian heirloom that is excellent for short season
areas, very popular for canning and pickling. Medium
to very hot fruit are light yellow in color; sets fruit over
a long season.

Tobasco
(Heirloom)

This famous heirloom was introduced into Louisiana in
1848 and became the main ingredient in Tabasco
Pepper Sauce. This pepper is very hot and has a
delicious flavor. The plants grow up to 4 feet tall and
are covered with small, thin peppers.
Delicious mildly hot flavor, excellent for roasting or
frying; good yields of very large chili peppers.

Anaheim
(Heirloom)
Jalapeno –
Tam
(Heirloom)

A very tasty mild Jalapeno type, with the same
delicious flavor, but a lot less heat.

TOMATOES
Martino’s Roma
– Determinate

Stupice –
Indeterminate
Heirloom
(Czechoslovakia)

Good for sauces, salsas, pastes, farmer's market-bring it on! Richly flavored, meaty, pear-shaped
fruits set heavily on compact plants with rugose,
dark green foliage. So heavily productive, the 2
oz., 3" fruits tend to drop from the vine when ripe.
Most often used for cooking, but perfectly suited to
eating fresh.
A native of Czechoslovakia, where its extreme
earliness, tolerance to cold, superior flavor and
high yields have earned it worldwide attention.
Tests show an astounding average of 87 fruits
picked per plant. Fruits are sugary sweet, weighing
1 to 2 oz.

Sungold Indeterminate
Cherry

Great "tomatoey" flavor and very sweet. Fruits are
nearly 1 inch round globes which turn a very
attractive golden orange when ripe. Productive
vines provide very high yields

Marianna’s
Peace –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom)
Box Car Willie

Pinkish-red, beefsteak-type, 1 to 2 pound fruits
have thick red flesh, with a perfectly balanced
sweet, yet acidic flavor. A potato-leaf variety that
will produce good yields of fruits.

Maralinga –
Dwarf
Indeterminate

Tanuda Red –
Dwarf
Indeterminate

Wild Boar Pink
Berkley Tie-Dye
– Indeterminate

Prolific yields of smooth, reddish-orange fruits
averaging a large 10 to 16 oz. With an oldfashioned flavor, these high-yielding, multi-use
tomatoes will last throughout the season and are
ideal for canning, freezing, or for home-cooked
meals. Crack-free and disease resistant.
Tree-type — The rugose, regular leaf dwarf
produce heavy yields of rich brown (yellow skinned
black) tomatoes with deep crimson flesh that range
between six to twelve ounces. The flavor shares
the typical intensity of the best black tomatoes rich, intense and memorable.
'Maralinga' is a "Dwarf Tomato Project" variety that
originated with a cross between an early
generation selection from the "Sleepy family"
called 'Wilpena' and 'Cherokee Purple' made by
Patrina Nuske Small in 2008 and named
"Plentiful."
“Tanunda Red” originated with a cross between an
early generation Sleepy selection called Wilpena
and Cherokee Purple made by Patrina Nuske
Small in 2008 and named Plentiful. Tanunda Red
was selected and named by Patrina. The vigorous
regular leaf dwarf plants produce excellent yields
of smooth oblate red fruit that range from 4-10
ounces. The flavor is rich, well balanced and
delicious.
Large beefsteak fruits are the color of port wine
with metallic green stripes and weigh 8 to 12 oz.
Has excellent sweet flavor.

Sugar Lump –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom –
German)

A sweet German heirloom that produces heavy
yields straight through until frost. Clusters of 6 to
12 smooth, deep-red fruits, each averaging 3/4" to
1" in diameter. Excellent eating quality and flavor.

Rosella Purple –
Dwarf
Indeterminate

Opalka –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom)

One of the dwarf varieties from the "Dwarf Tomato
Project." Similar to 'Cherokee Purple' in color,
size, shape and flavor but on a dwarf growing
plant. Regular leaf, dark green rugose foliage,
stout central stem, grows to three to four feet in
height. Perfect for a large container or a small
garden space. The fruits are oblate, ranging from
six to twelve ounces, and ripen to a deep purplepink color. Flavor is full, intense, balanced and
delicious.
The vigorous,rugose, regular leaf dwarf plants
produce excellent yields of smooth, oblate, four to
eight ounce, red fruits that have a pleasant, wellbalanced flavor.
Fruit resemble large strawberries both for
sweetness and appearance. It is great for eating
right off the vine as is Sungold. Fruits are only
about an inch across and notably heart shaped.
Resists cracking and carries more sweet juice than
most cherry tomatoes.
A very large tomato that has the appearance of a
bulls horn with massive solid fruit. Definitely a
paste tomato with a dry texture and low seed
count.

Great White –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom)

1-lb giant, creamy white fruit, this tomato is
superbly wonderful. The flesh is so good and
deliciously fruity, it reminds one of a mixture of
fresh-cut pineapple, melon and guava.

Cherokee
Chocolate –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom)
Lucky Swirl –
Indeterminate
Dwarf

A stabilized version of Cherokee Purple, this 10 to
16 oz. mahogany-colored variety has excellent
flavor and beautiful large fruit. Very productive
plants are vigorous and yield a large harvest of
these chocolate-colored tomatoes with the ample
size and wonderful flavor associated with
Cherokee Purple.
The vigorous, high yielding regular leaf dwarf
plants yield smooth oblate yellow fruit with red
swirls, running between 6-14 ounces. The flavor is
sweet, mild and very tasty.

Loxton Lass –
Indeterminate
Dwarf

The vigorous, productive regular leaf dwarf plant
produces delicious orange smooth oblate fruit that
range between 6-12 ounces, with a well-balanced,
delicious flavor.

German
Johnson –
Indeterminate

Very large 1-2 lb fruits are deep pink, very flavorful
and nearly crack-free.

Stuart Desert
Pea – Dwarf
Indeterminate
Tomatoberry
Garden –
Indeterminate
Cherry

Lemon Boy –
Indeterminate
Hybrid

Lemon yellow, not golden in color. Highly
adaptable plants yield large, deep oblate fruits,
averaging 6 to 7 oz. and about 3-1/2" across. Outyields all other "golden" tomatoes available. Mild
flavored and adds an inviting color to salads.

Amish Gold
Slicer –
Indeterminate
(Heirloom)

3 to 4" round slicer, that's been a trial favorite year
after year. Fruits are blemish free, very firm and
have excellent flavor. Great for fresh eating and
canning. Extremely productive

First Prize
Indeterminate
Hybrid

Vigorous plants produce loads of delicious 10 to
12 oz. fruit, even when conditions are not ideal.
First fruit mature early and low on the plant, which
continues to bear tomatoes over a long season.

Beefmaster Indeterminate
Hybrid

One of America's favorites for the solid, meaty,
flavorful red fruit that weighs up to 2 lbs. Vigorous
vines and outstanding fruit taste and quality.

Container’s
Choice Determinate

A space-saving container variety featuring unique
rogose (wrinkled) leaves. Sturdy plants produce
high yields of bright red, 6 to 8 oz. flattened,
beefsteak-type fruits. Ripens uniformly with no
green shoulders.

OTHER PLANTS

Okra – Annie
Oakley
Okra –
Jambalaya
Okra - Burgandy

